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Abstract 

In 2011, Shefeld Hallam University, UK, launched an archive of popular and 
“middlebrow” fction published between 1900 and 1950. Tis article will describe 
the innovative practices developed at the university to collect, research, and 
catalog the novels, and how members of the public have been actively involved 
in these processes. As well as producing signifcant scholarly outputs, this 
project formed an innovative Impact Case Study for submission to the Research 
Excellence Framework in 2014. Tis system for assessing the quality of research 
in UK higher education institutions requires departments to demonstrate the 
impact their research has had outside academia. 

Keywords: popular fction, middlebrow, literary history, twentieth century, public 
engagement 
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Building a Special Collection of Popular 
and Middlebrow Fiction, 1900-1950 

Erica Brown, Sheffield Hallam University 

Te Readerships and Literary Cultures 1900-1950 Special Collection 
at Shefeld Hallam University is a unique resource. Popular novels of 
the period are rarely preserved systematically in the UK; our university 
libraries have never collected this type of fction, while public libraries 
regularly disposed of such books once they fell out of fashion. Works 
by individual popular authors are sometimes preserved in special 
collections, usually in the city associated with the author, such as the J. 
B. Priestley collection at the University of Bradford, but the Shefeld 
Hallam collection brings together the disparate popular and middlebrow 
fction from the period, refecting the wide range of literary tastes. It 
includes over 1,250 novels by 351 authors, ranging from those who 
have been remembered and reprinted, such as Elizabeth von Arnim and 
John Buchan, to those who have been almost entirely forgotten, such as 
Warwick Deeping, W. Riley and Elinor Mordaunt.1  As many of these 
authors died relatively recently, (less than 70 years ago), their works 
remain in copyright and will not be digitized for many years. Out-of-
print, their works are therefore in danger of being lost. In addition to the 
novels, there is a small collection of non-fction: biographies, histories of 
publishing houses, and contemporary literary criticism, which inform 
our understanding of literary culture of this period. 

Popular and Middlebrow Fiction 

Te scholarly rationale for the collection grew out of the work of the 
Middlebrow Network, a transatlantic interdisciplinary research network 
funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council.2  Te network 
provides a focus for research into the disreputable term middlebrow and 
the areas of cultural production it purports to represent. Middlebrow 

1. A full list of contents is available 
at www.middlebrow-network.com/ 
SpecialCollection.aspx. 

2. See www.middlebrow-network.com. 
Tere are currently 337 subscribers to 
the network mailing list and 192 in the 
database of researchers. 
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culture is that of the masses. It is therefore fundamentally important to 
collect and research these novels because these are what the majority of 
people read; they were the best-sellers and the lending library favorites 
of their day and reveal an enormous amount about cultural life in the 
period. Academic scholarship of the early twentieth-century has tended 
to focus on the avant-garde movement, modernism, and in doing so, has 
constructed a distorted view of literary history that often ignores what the 
majority of people were reading. 

In the categorization of low-, middle- and high-brow literature, the 
question of readership is crucial. In the earlier twentieth century when the 
term emerged, middlebrow became associated with both a mass middle-
class readership and with the female reader. Te much-debated label 
middlebrow, therefore, is as much about who is reading, as what is read. 
Tis is demonstrated by Q.D. Leavis’s seminal Fiction and the Reading 
Public (1932), a key source of contemporary opinion on popular and 
middlebrow authorship. 

Tis highly infuential polemic, (based on Leavis’s PhD thesis), sought 
to examine public taste in reading through an in-depth study of the 
production of books, from the advice of editors and the machinations of 
promotion, to the recommendations of the assistant on the book shop 
foor. Leavis aimed to be anthropological, but she brought to bear on her 
study the full weight of an increasing pessimism and paranoia among the 
cultural elite in which she wished to be part. She believed that literary 
culture was in a process of disintegration, soon to be dominated by 
lowbrow pulp, and more threateningly, the middlebrow. 

Ironically, Leavis’s book ofers rare critical traces of the authors that she 
sought to demonstrate were unworthy of attention. She gives particular 
attention to the novelists Gilbert Frankau and Warwick Deeping, now 
almost forgotten, but two of the most popular writers of the period. 
Leavis gives quotations from Frankau’s novels Gerald Cranston’s Lady and 
Life-and Erica, and from Warwick Deeping’s Sorrell and Son, to argue that 
they “touch grossly on fne issues”: 

Tis for the sensitive minority is no laughing matter: these novelists 
are read by the governing classes as well as by the masses, and 
they impinge directly on the world of the minority, menacing the 
standards by which they live. And whereas their forerunners were 
innocent of malice, devoting themselves to assuring their readers 
of “the beauty of human afection and the goodness of God,” these 
writers are using the technique of Marie Corelli and Mrs. Barclay 
to work upon and solidify herd prejudice and to debase 
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the emotional currency by touching grossly on fne issues. (Leavis, 
2000, p. 67) 

Te point seems to be that these novels are not worthy to examine the 
important emotional issues of the day. Tey are, by their own admission, 
not intellectual. Leavis seizes upon Frankau’s declaration that “authorship 
is not so much a function of the brain as it is of the heart. And the heart is 
a universal organ” (p. 68). But this is simply “herd prejudice” rather than 
universal emotions, in Leavis’s view. Te reader of bestsellers, Leavis argues, 
goes to them “to be confrmed in his prejudices” (p. 69). However, one 
gets the sense from Leavis that this would be acceptable if it were just the 
reading of the masses—the problem is that the governing classes read them 
too, and thus these novels and their reading culture impinge on the sensitive 
minority—i.e. the intellectual. 

What particularly upset Leavis is that these novelists were not trying to 
emulate good or highbrow literature; instead, they were openly hostile to 
it. Pamela Frankau wrote an account of her father’s approach to writing 
in Pen to Paper (1961) which shows that he was well aware of his status in 
contemporary literary hierarchies: 

In Gilbert’s view, he was a paid entertainer, who must never for 
a minute lose sight of his public. It was, he admitted, as difcult 
as shooting on a moving target. “Unlike your highbrow friends I 
don’t regard myself as a hothouse-blooming genius.” He wrote for 
housewives and ex-soldiers and tired business-men and what he 
still called “fappers.” A novel’s frst duty was to be long. I have seen 
him pick up a short one with the disgust of somebody who found 
something nasty in the salad: “Call that a novel – look at it ... can’t be 
more than sixty thousand words at the outside.” Te public deserved 
their money’s worth. Length, sex, colour, pace, action; and— most 
importantly—life-size characters. (Frankau, 1961, p. 186-187) 

A focus on the importance of audiences has been a key advance in 
thinking developed through the Middlebrow Network’s research. Tere has 
been a move away from thinking about the middlebrow as a genre or style 
and towards an understanding of it as a mode of production and reception. 
Te special collection at Shefeld Hallam University was designed to support 
this developing direction in research, as well as involve the contemporary 
reading public. 
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Building, Researching, and Cataloging the Collection 

Te collection began with an initial donation of 450 books by a retiring 
academic, Dr. Mary Grover.3  Since then the collection has grown to 1,200 
books, almost all through donations from the public. Building a collection 
in this way means that we do not seek and acquire particular texts to fll 
a perceived gap; instead, the collection grows through serendipity, and 
more signifcantly, by what texts people have thought worth keeping over 
the years. Many donations have come when an elderly relative dies and we 
receive a whole collection of novels from this period that the person valued 
enough to keep for over sixty years. Sometimes donations have come from 
the descendants of popular novelists. An important example of this was 
the donation of the works of Gilbert Frankau and his literary family by his 
grandson. Te donor is noted on the catalog record for each book; searching 
by donor name gives a researcher the group of texts the donor kept from 
this period. While contemporary critical opinion often homogenized the 
reading of middlebrow, these individual donations show that readers often 
read and kept novels that ranged across the hierarchy of brows, and indeed, 
that novels lumped together as middlebrow have little in common in style 
or subject matter. 

Te collecting policy is to preserve early editions of adult novels 
published between 1900 and 1950 that were signifcant to contemporary 
readers either because they sold well or because the names of their authors 
were widely recognized and had come to represent the tastes of a particular 
readership. Te collection does not usually include authors whose enduring 
popularity or assured place in the literary canon ensure they will remain 
in print or accessible in digital versions. Likewise, for reasons of space, the 
collection does not attempt to hold complete works for prolifc, popular 
novelists, such as Edgar Wallace, of the period. 

One of the key aims of the collection is to preserve these books as 
material objects. It is only with the physical artifact that we can see evidence 
of ownership, readership, and the value placed on the book. Many of the 
books in the collection contain bookplates, inscriptions, annotations, and 
library stamps. W. Kirk, for example, designed his own bookplate in the 
1930s, which he placed in all his books. Te completely forgotten comic 
novel Te Major’s Candlesticks by George A. Birmingham (1929) contains 
the original library stamps and reveal it was continually on loan from the 
Derby Railway Institute lending library in the early 1930s. An inscription, 
“From Dad” in Ethel M Dell’s highly sexual and violent romance novel 
Te Bars of Iron (1916), informs us that this was considered a suitable 
gift, presumably for a daughter. Te books, most of which do not have 
a high monetary value, are reference only because of their increasing 

3. Mary Grover is author of Warwick 
Deeping: Te Ordeal of Warwick
Deeping: Middlebrow Authorship and
Cultural Embarrassment (Associated 
University Presses, 2009) and co-editor 
with Erica Brown, Middlebrow Literary 
Cultures: Te Battle of the Brows, 1920-
1960 (Palgrave, 2012). 
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fragility through age. However, it was decided from the beginning that 
to increase the accessibility and usage of the collection, the books would 
be on open shelving rather than in the restricted special collections area. 
Te development of the collection coincided with refurbishment of 
the library and a special enclosed pod was built to house it, with a desk 
and comfortable seating area within that quickly became popular with 
students and visitors. It was particularly important to keep the books on 
open shelves to encourage use by students, a priority for the library.  

In special collections, resources are always limited. Shefeld Hallam 
employed one researcher to work alongside the library cataloging team. 
Te aim, in addition to the normal cataloging of the books, was to collect 
highly detailed data on the novels, including: genre, subject, evidence of 
ownership, advertisements/marketing, plot summary, and indicators of 
literary and cultural taste. Te last was collected through quotations from 
the novel which mentioned books, newspapers, plays, flms, authors, and 
reading, or high, low, or middlebrows. Te objective was to identify brow 
terms and depictions of other authors and texts in order to understand 
how fction writers both responded to and constructed the literary 
hierarchies of the period. To do this the books needed to be read, and 
clearly the number of novels the researcher alone could read was small. 
Terefore, the creating of reading groups with members of the public was 
not only a valuable outreach activity for the university, but fulflled a real 
research need. 

By recruiting through links with local libraries, existing reading 
groups, and public lectures, we soon had two groups of readers meeting 
each month to read novels from the collection under the guidance of the 
researcher. Each person read a diferent novel, and completed a template 
to collect this information. Te additional content from the form was 
added to the standard library catalog record using Millennium, a library 
Management System from Innovative Interfaces, with the researcher 
trained to input this additional data into the record. We decided to use 
the library catalog rather than building a new, stand-alone database 
in order to take advantage of its search capabilities and accessibility. 
Most importantly, using the library catalog has ensured the long-term 
sustainability of the resource as the library is committed to maintaining 
the records in the collection. 

Catalog records can be searched using keywords along with controlled 
searching by author, title and subject. During the initial phase of the 
project, the library and researcher produced a listing of terms to ensure 
consistency of use and phraseology.4  Tese subject terms are added to 
a specifc local subject feld, thus allowing greater freedom to express 
themes.  Genre terms such as Historical fction, Romance fction and 

4. Tis list can be downloaded.
Normally, the library uses Library of 
Congress subject headings, but as this 
would have limited available terms, it 
was agreed to deviate from this practice 
for this collection.
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Readerships and Literary Cultures 1900 - 1950 
Special Colledlon 

Cataloguing Form 

Fields marked with an asteri sk are essential. 

•Your name: 

*Your contact details (email address OR postal address): 

•Book autho r: 

*Book title: 

*Place of publishing, publisher and date: (eg. London: Harper and Brothe rs, 1908) 

•First edition: YES/NO 

•If this is not a first edition give publisher and date of fi rst edition: (eg. First published by 

Chatto and Windus 1927) 

•Genre: {choose up to thr ee from the list) 

•subject keywords: {choose up to fiv e from the list) 

Film adaptations: (eg. This novel was made into a film of the same title in 1923. Details of 

films can be found at www.imdb.com) 

Evidence of ownership: (eg. This book was previo usly owned by t he Victoria Sailors' and 

Working Men' s Club, Bridlington : Book No 268. OR Inscription: C. W. Moo rley) 

Advertisements/marke t ing: (eg. Includes a catalogue of Messrs Blackwood and Sons 

publications at t he back of the book) 

Plot summary: (up to 200 words. This should be factual, and preferably not give away the 

ending. Use the book review section to say what you thought of t he book I) 

literary and cultural taste ; (quotations from the novel which ment1on books, newspapers, 

plays, films, authors and reading, or mention high, low, or middlebrows). Please give page 

numbers . 

Book review: 

What did you think of the novel? You could consider how your modern reading might have 

differed from that of the original readers. With your permission this review may be posted 

on the blog http://reading19001950.wordpress.com/ Up to 1,000 words 

Figure 1. Catalog template. Image courtesy of Humanities Research Centre, Shefeld Hallam University. 

Detective fction were mostly Library of Congress terms, with a few 
variations. Additionally, the library created a specifc location search scope 
so users could limit search results to this specifc collection. 

Te inclusion of quotations from the novel to indicate literary and 
cultural taste formed a particular challenge for the catalog. We wanted the 
names of authors and texts mentioned in the novels to be searchable, but 
clearly it was not possible to put whole quotations on the record. Also, 
while the names of authors quoted should be searchable it should be clear 
to the catalog user that the record returned is not a book by that author. 
Te solution we found was to put the list of authors and texts mentioned 
in a notes feld with the entry beginning with the phrase “this novel 
contains literary and cultural references to…”. Te quotations themselves 
were put in a Word document which linked to the record. Over 200 
books in the collection now have this enhanced cataloging, forming a 
signifcant research resource. 
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Sheffield 
Hallam LibrallJ 
University Gateway 

Ub ruy Gate w ay > Libr11ry Cata log ue 

Name Fronktu , Gilbert, 188'1•1952. 

Did you mean gilbert frank 7 Other suggastlon s » 
20 results found. Sorted by relevan ce I dJte I title . 

Title Chr isto ph er Str o ng : a rom ;,m;e / Gilbert Fniinkiiu . 
Published Londoo : Hutchinson, [1932) 

Pages, Etc 384 p. 20cm. 
Notes This novel was made Into a film of the same title in 1933, starring Katharine Hepbum. In the fi lm Lady Felicity 

isanaviator,ratherthanaracinQcardriver. 
Acopyof thistitleis held In the Readerships and Literary Cultures collection. 

Summary Sir Christopher Strong Is a wealthy, Conserv ative member of Par1Iament, the Controlling Partner in the 'John 
Strong, Grocer' chain of shops and a middle -aged family man. He finds hlmself Irresistibly attracted to the 
vitality of the youn11 adventurous Lady Felicity Danirll!ton, a celebrated radn11 car driver. Catalysed by a motw 
race, Christopher and Felicity finally acknowled11e their love for each other. Althou11h both share a commitment 
tosin11le-minded endeavour,sheservestofreethelon11repressedyo uthlnhisperso nalitywhitstheappears 
tofulfi l herneedforsecureloveandnurture.The resultln11extramarltala ffalrdestablllsesnotonly 
Christopher·sordered business-driven respectabilityl>utalsothesingularityofFelidty"srisk·d ri venli festyle. 
This pro11ressively threatens both their careers and Christophe r' s marrla11e. However, what remains of 
paramount importance to both is the sparin11 of any distress to Deirdre, Christopher·s wife. Meanwhile Deirdre, 
havin11 been aware of their love for each other from the start, silendy stru1111les with Jealousy and feeli n11s of 
abandonment throu11h self-sacrifice and prayer. The ramifications of this romantic entan11lement are examined 
a11alnsta bacli:11round ofthevarietyofapproachestaken byC hristopher"sfamllyandcollea11uesto!ife and 
love. 

Notes Contains lite rary and cultural references to: newspapers indudin11 The T1mes, The Soy"s Own Paper, The 
Momin11 Post, The New York Times, The Herald Tr ibune, The Laketown Free News, The Tele11raph, The 
Observer. The Sunday Times; and a Van Dine Detective Story. See attached documen t for deta!ls. 

Go to literary and cu ltural references 

Llnk1ott1i1Jtem li 1&ra,yandcult ur11Jrelerence1 

subject Romantic fiction. 
Subject MascuUnity 

Keywords 
Adultery 
Aristocracy 
Marria11e 
Motorradn11 

Name Frankau, GUb&rt, 1884-1952. 
sub·ect no 828 FrankauG 

!<Se11c11Hislory> 

My Libra ry Account Help Contact us 

Resultpa11e: . Previo us reco rd Niutreco rd. 

Figure 2. A catalog record. Image courtesy of Humanities Research Centre, Shefeld Hallam University 

Reviews documenting contemporary reader responses are a key part 
of the collection project, along with enhanced cataloging. Readers are 
asked to consider how their response might difer from the original 
readers, and why.  For example, in the case of Gilbert Frankau, those 
characteristics that made him a consistent bestseller in the early 
twentieth century did not make him popular with modern readers of 
our groups. His novel Royal Regiment (1938) was described by one of 
our readers as a “cure for insomnia,” and most others fared only a little 
better. Tese reviews are posted to a blog. Tis blog, rather than being 
aimed at librarians or academics, is written for general readership and 
receives more views 
than our academic-facing Middlebrow Network site. Many donors 
have found out about the collection through the blog, and it brings us 
into conversation with people from around the world who are similarly 
interested in these books and the era’s literary scene.5   

Project Impact 

Te Readerships and Literary Cultures 1900-1950 project formed a 
key part of Shefeld Hallam’s English department submission to the 
Research Excellence Framework in 2014. Tis system for assessing 
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5. Te blog holds over 200 book
reviews, and since its launch has
received over 67,000 page views. 
It has 229 email followers and
another 186 on twitter. 
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9 thoughts on "The Castle on the Hill by Elizabeth 
Goudge (1942)" 

0 kaggsysbooklshrambllngs says: 
!'"a Apn19,2014o1112:2spm(fdi1' 

Tricky-what work1 well m children's literature may not be so good in adult books. Certainly, it 
does seem as ff Goudge will be love or hate. 

Repty 

Encasays: 
April 11 2014at l:lSam(Editl 

I wouldn't want to put you off Goudge! As the comments show, other people have very 
different responses to her adult novels. 

Scott (Furrowed MlddlebrOW) says: 
Apnl 10, 2014 al 5:56am (Edit) 

So interesting, and now I want to r!!-read the novel. I recall en Joying 1t a lot, and even finding it 
less sentimental and more moralty comple)( than I would have e)(pected. And my notes from the 
time really do comp11re itto Iris Murdoch! But I wonder if I would feel the same in re-reading it? 
At ;my rate, so great getting a different perspective on it-even Goudge fans rarely seem to have 
read this one. 

Rep•y 

Er1casays: 
April 11, 2014at l1:17am(Edit) 

Glad you enjoyed the review Scott, even though our reader took a different View! I am 

Oorothyl. Say~rs Ed'.vard Sa:kville-West EH 

YoungEir.orMordauntEhzaoettlT")'lor 

Elizabeth van Arnim Ethel M. 

Dell Family fiction family 
saga feminism Femin "st fiction First 

World War novels"'".°''" 
Germany Gilbert Frankau Henry 

Wilhamson HerbertJenk1n, 

historical fiction ho,,o, 

fictron Howard Spring Hu&h Wa pole 

humorous fiction i,ycompto,. 

eurrtr:J, 8 . Priestley jack London 

John BuchanJut,4 Frankau libraries 

Marg!fySho,rpM11zodeJaRoche 

melodramatic fiction M<hHI 

Arferi Mrs Alfred Sidgwick Nevi Shute 

novels about no~lists P. G. 

Wodehouse Pamela Frankau political 

fiction Psychological fiction Q. o. 

Leavis rtgi0na1 fiction religion Rdig1ous 

fiction Ricli.ardHa,inay 

rom antic fi ction 
ruraJfirnon rural novels satire 

science f iction SU stories Second 
World War Second world wa, 

~ Custar -

the quality of research in UK higher education institutions breaks 
research into three components: Outputs, Research Environment, and 
Impact. Departments are required to submit Impact Case Studies, 
which demonstrate the impact their research has had outside academia.6   
Alongside academic outputs, project activities of reading groups, public 
lectures, flm screenings, and blog and social media presence were 
designed with the need to document this Case Study in mind. Tis 
system of assessing research has had the efect of making universities more 
systematic in their public engagement activities, and more rigorous in 
their documentation and evaluation of them. In the collection project, 
as well as having an efect on the wider world, we needed to be able 
to evidence this with quantitative and qualitative data. Te blog, in 
particular, was invaluable in reaching out to the public and in giving them 
the opportunity to discuss the books with us. Te comments function 
allows lively conversations to take place, and helpfully for the researcher, 
all comments are recorded for future reference. Trough the blog statistics 
we can see how many people have visited and where in the world they 
reside: 51% of visits are from the UK, and 49% are international, with 
32% consisting of visits from the US, Canada and Australia, and 17% 
from the rest of the world. Tis international engagement is a delightful 
development, only made possible by web-based activities. 

Te most signifcant impact of the project has been on the reading 
group members. Rather than being passive recipients of knowledge 

6. http://www.ref.ac.uk/about/ 
Outputs are weighted at 65%, 
Environment at 15% and Impact 
is 20% of the overall assessment. 

Figure 3. Comments on the blog. Image courtesy of Humanities Research Centre, Shefeld Hallam University. 
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disseminated by the researcher, as might be the case in a traditional public 
lecture, reading group members became co-producers of research. At 
intervals we asked them what efect the process of coming to the reading 
groups and completing the enhanced cataloging had on them. Tere was 
a signifcant development in their critical thinking, skills, and knowledge: 
“I read more consciously, am more refective on what I read and do learn 
more.” “I am learning to trust my opinions and fnd evidence to support 
them.” “I am far more focused and analytical.” We found there was 
great enthusiasm for the project in Shefeld, perhaps surprising in a city 
stereotyped as not particularly bookish. We quickly expanded the reading 
group to two groups, and there was a waiting list to join throughout the 
project. 

For the Impact Case Study, work with the public is only considered 
impactful if it is underpinned by research produced by the institution. 
We had a strong base of publications in the feld when we began, but 
as the project developed, work with the public fed into our scholarship, 
making this a process of knowledge exchange. Eight members of the 
reading group attended the collection academic conference Culture Wars 
1900-1950 in June, 2014, and contributed signifcantly to the debate. 
Te researcher wrote an article, “Te Rise and Fall of ‘the original Bright 
Young Ting:’ Beverley Nichols, Crazy Pavements (1927) and Popular 
Authorship,” which developed out of the intertextual data collected for 
the enhanced catalog record. Tis was also an example of the strength 
of having a physical collection for research; until the Nichols novel was 
received as a donation, the researcher had never heard of it so would not 
otherwise have done this research. Tis is the frst scholarly article on this 
culturally important but now forgotten author. 

Conclusion 

Overall with the collection there are many benefts to having the material 
objects, from the evidence of ownership and reception, to the joys of 
being able to browse the shelves and come across authors you would not 
have known to seek out. Online, enhanced cataloging means that we have 
also created an electronic resource that can be used remotely by scholars 
across the world. Te experience of working with the general public ofers 
both an example of successful impact, and demonstrates how members of 
the public can contribute to collection development and research. It has 
also been extremely rewarding for everyone involved. As funding for the 
researcher has come to an end, members of the reading group have carried 
on meeting to read the forgotten novels of 1900-1950 independently, and 
are continuing to share their reading responses on the blog. 
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